Executive Summary

Customer referral programs are gaining popularity with firms in industries as diverse as financial services, hotels, automobiles, newspapers, and contact lenses. These programs are a form of word-of-mouth marketing, handing out financial incentives to existing customers for bringing in new customers to the firm. However, the profitability of such programs is unknown. Worse, many practitioners are concerned about potential abuse, fearing that customers bring in low-value prospects just to earn the referral fee. It is also unclear whether referral programs, even if effective, are actually more profitable than traditional customer acquisition programs.

This study tackles these questions by investigating whether customers acquired through a referral program generate higher margins, show higher loyalty, and ultimately have higher customer lifetime value than customers acquired through traditional means. It does so by tracking approximately 10,000 customers of a leading German bank for almost three years. The data show that referred customers tend to have a higher contribution margin, though this difference erodes over the customers’ lifetime. Referred customers also tend to be more loyal than other customers, and this difference persists over time. As a result, referred customers are more valuable in both the short and the long run. For the bank in question, the average value of a referred customer was at least 40 euros higher than that of a nonreferred customer with similar demographics and time of acquisition. Taking into account that the referral program also had a lower cost than the bank’s regular customer acquisition programs, the difference in customer lifetime value was nearly 25%. Considering the initial fee of 25 euros paid to the referrer as an investment, the bank earned a return on investment of approximately 60% on it.

These findings are encouraging news for firms that are considering deploying customer referral programs. That such programs can pay off financially indicates that abuse by opportunistic customers and other harmful side effects of referral programs can be much less important than their benefits. However, the results also show that the bank’s referral program was less beneficial with older customers. Thus, firms should think carefully about what prospects to target with such programs.
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